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From Comic-Con earlier this month, The Mocking - Part 2 is slowly revealing details of the finale, the Hunger Games film, with footage of Katniss in a new red battle gear and intimous character portraits. After months of anticipation, the full trailer is ridicule – part 2 finally here and is as
magnificent and intense as you would expect. We finally have a full two-and-a-half minutes of finals hunger games. And that's all I ever hoped it would be. The film rises exactly where we stood in Mockingjay - Part 1, with Peeta recovering from torture in captivity. Dear Mrs Everdeen, make
no mistake, President Snow says: The game is coming to an end. But for the audience and President Snow, this is just the beginning. 13 counties are united, and this time not against each other, but against each other against the Capitol. Commander Paylor stands in front of the
revolutionaries before breaking into the Capitol and explaining how the streets have become a minefield of sadistic inventions of players dedicated to the sport of our deaths. The files are high, as Peeta Katniss says, that if she managed to murder President Snow, the countless deaths he
committed would not be in vain. All eyes and hopes are on Jay Mocking. As Finnick says, welcome to the 76th President of the United S. I'm definitely ready for the movie. I'm not ready to say goodbye. Picture: Lionsgate Great News, Tributes! Children's label Scholastic announced on
Monday that the opening book of The Hunger Games is coming in 2020. The as-yet unthage novel will be the first book to be published in Pano after the release of Mockingjay, the last book in the trilogy, in 2010, and some fans think it could be a center for the beloved character Magsa. We
know that so far. Suzanne Collins was already an established child and young adult author when she published The Hunger Games in 2008, but this novel has surged to household status. The Hunger Games were the main trendseter who let go of a flood of dystopian YA novels and series
that included The Maze Runner, Divergent and The 5th Wave. Collins' trilogy also sparked four films in Jennifer Lawrence. The first film made its debut in the movies in 2012.The Hunger Games novels center on Katniss Everdeen, a teenager who lives in the former USA and is now called
Panem. Every year the Capitol is staged by a television, a national fight to the death called the Hunger Games, for which two children, called Tributes, are devoured - ready to participate - from their homes in each of the country's 12 counties. When her younger sister Primrose devours,
Katniss attends one of the tributes for District 12 and, alongside Peete, the son of a local baker, participates in the 74th Annual Hunger Games. Collins's new Hunger Games introduction takes 64 years before Katniss first competed at the headline event, and some sharp Twitter users
pointed out that this time gap has particular significance for at least one minor character in the original trilogy. Mags Flanagan, the winner of District 4, who becomes one of Katnissa's allies in The Hunt for Fire, won the 11th Hunger Games, so the reason is that the introduction may begin the
year before her victory. Where Katniss leads the successful Second Rebellion against the Capitol in Mockingjay, Mags was a small child when the original District 13 rebellion - for which the Hunger Games are underway - was shut down. During the so-called dark days, Collins' new novel
can focus on Mags as she prepares to compete in the first Hunger Games. But it's just a theory! Suzanne Collins and Scholastic don't yet have any more details on the introduction, and fans can expect to hit the bookstores on May 19, 2020. Given the central arc of Mockingjay - part 1 -
rescuing Peete and unifying the districts against the Capitol - the decision to end the film after Pee's rescue was unthreating. We knew that the dramatic issue was responsible, but it really mattered how strong we wanted to make a statement when we cut into the black, Lawrence said.
There were a few options. One tantalizing option was to end it with a real cliff-hanger, right after Peeta attacked Katniss, and Boggs (Mahershala Ali) knocks him off her. They even called it a broken bad ending. Nina and I talked about Breaking Bad, Lawrence said with a laugh. And for a



while we talked about, like, it's kind of Breaking Bad over. But you [just] have to wait a week, and if you binge-watch it, you don't have to wait at all before the next episode. Lawrence laughed. For me, the difference between ending up on a message that really makes people want more, and
it ends up on a note that just makes people angry. Instead, the filmmaking team decided to allow Katniss – and the audience – to know how Peeta was abducted, and that President Coin would begin to seize more control of the rebellion as Katniss's focus turns even further on the deeply
damaged Peeta. In the end, it felt like a really natural place to break a book because of Pee's back, and you've got a completely different set of priorities, Craig said. There is a completely different process that Katniss goes through with him when he returns. ... This look that Peeti gives – he
watches someone he really loves, who is not only a pawn in this chess game like he is to everyone else. I always liked that it ended between Coin and Katniss there, and how their priorities suddenly split at the end of the film. Actually, we're going to end up on the back of the road. Then
there's a real sense of completion right there. In the next movie, I mean, We're going to feel like we're starting in a very different place. Continue with the latest daily buzzing with buzzfeed daily newsletter! The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1 this weekend finally sets in to the movie and
shows that viewers should expect to be much edgier than the previous franchise. Director Francis Lawrence had previously hinted that the first film would be a much darker turn in the two-way end - and estimates that now fit, he kept his word. Fans of the original trilogy from Suzanne Collins
won't be surprised when they hear of the sinister tone of the film, given the grim theme of the latest book. While the whole premise of The Hunger Games isn't exactly a raise, Mockingjay is arguably the most stubborn of the three novels, as Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) has left an
emotional catastrophe after two gruelling rounds in violent games. As she struggles to destroy her home, District 12 and Peetinega (Josh Hutcherson), an executive rebel and leader of her new district, President Coin (Julianne Moore), pressure her to become the face of the movement
against the Capitol leadership. By cutting the mocker into two individual films, it means that we will be able to see the different stages of Katniss's torment, from her pain, nightmares to her eventually turn into anger and then into action. The first part is a heroine angry at everything and
everything: herself, Capitol, District 13. Her rage is fueled only by the revolution that surrounds her, especially since she is inadvertently at the center of it all. It's all awful enough in itself, but the director has only increased the grizzly factor of the story, using the impending war as a nod to
upcoming installments. The bleaker story matches a darker location, as reviewers have pointed out. Since the two previous films were primarily part of the games, this film mings the central location of the story to District 13, an underground bunker long thought abandoned (which we caught
briefly in the film's opening teaser). Instead of using CGI, Francis Lawrence reportedly decided to shoot at real locations such as old empty factories and underground parking lots. The glitter and glamour of the Capitol are gone. District 13 is gray, underground territory, the New York Post
describes the new setting. While Mocking - part one marks the beginnings of a long dark war in the story, Katniss's focus on the transition from an ode to a platoon of pobune, takode, takode means that this is the worst installment of the franchise - whether it's a love triangl from Katnissa,
Peete and Gale Liam Hemsworth jos here, or sutnia, shto su i Peeta apart. Fortunately, the film has more than In Jennifer Lawrence, who is already getting stunning reviews for her grab and emotional performance. As Vulture reports, Lawrence's instincts are so smart that he never even
goes into the shade. Fans can also expect extraordinary turns from returning team members Donald Sutherland (as Chairman Snow) and Phillip Seymour Hoffman (who rejoiced in his role as the corkheuebee before his death earlier this year). Thankfully, director Francis Lawrence decided
not to add a quiet performance to Hoffman, opting to rew but use CGI instead of using CGI to put him down. I'm not going to produce a digital show for one of the world's best actors, the director explained of his decision, according to the Huffington Post. Other returning members, such as
Effie Trinket Elizabeth Banks, provide some comedy relief in an otherwise cruel film. Although Effie barely appears in the original book, her part has been enhanced for a film in which the character is obsessed with glamour - to her suing - also relocated in the cheesy district of the 13th
century. While Mockingjay is perhaps the most grown-up of all the Hunger Games films, it is elevated by the continuation of outstanding performances from its A-list ensemble acting team, and this installment only strengthens the franchise's place as one of the most well-reviewed modern
adult series to hit the big screen. Moreover, it is clear that the grim premise of the film does not keep fans from seeing it in any way. The penultimate Film Hunger Games is expected to make more than $150 million in its opening weekend. Mockingjay - Part 1 officially hits the show on
November 21. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: List:
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